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“ S H A K E  U P ”  YO U R  L E S S O N S

P a u l a  K l u t h

The virtual environment has many obstacles for students with unique learning pro!les; 
however, there are strategies that can be employed to encourage participation and make 
lessons more accessible and comprehensible. "e seven ideas highlighted here can be im-

plemented by any classroom teacher, and most of them require little time and few materials. Use 
them to “shake up” your lessons and make them both more engaging and more inclusive. 

A D D  C A P T I O N S

PowerPoint has a live captioning feature, and it is an e#ective accessibility tool for the diverse, 
inclusive classroom (Dello Stritto & Linder, 2017). "e so$ware transcribes words in real time 
and displays them on the screen and can do so in several di#erent languages. "ere are many uses 
for live captions, including the following:

• Presentations. Use captions during your presentations and lectures to boost students’ 
understanding of your material. "is support may be especially helpful for your stu-
dents who are deaf or hard of hearing or for those learning English. 

• Discussions. Add captions to daily work (e.g., morning meeting, circle time) to support 
emerging readers. Captioned media can help listening comprehension, word recogni-
tion, and decoding skills. 
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• Lessons. Support language and communication goals with captions. Turn them on to 
encourage students to use an audible voice or speak in a target language, for instance. 

"ere are other ways to access captions beyond PowerPoint, of course. Google Slides also 
has live captioning, but as of the print date of this book, that platform does not have a language 
translation function. Zoom, Google Hangouts Meet, Flipgrid, and YouTube also have captioning 
features, as do many other meeting, social media, and teaching tools. Captioning is now every-
where! Turn this function on and see the many ways they can increase access for learners with 
and without disabilities.

S C A N  YO U R  S L I D E S

Virtual lessons depend heavily on slideshow presentations. Be sure to review your slides 
regularly to ensure they are easy to follow and accessible for all learners. Speci!cally, make sure 
the content is easy to read. Set your font at a size of at least 24 points, and choose only sans-serif 
fonts, such as Arial and Verdana, for simplicity.

In addition, pay attention to the balance of text to visuals. In general, it’s best to use short 
phrases instead of full sentences to avoid crowding your slides. To support English language 
learners and students with disabilities, supplement text with relevant pictures, !lm clips, GIFS, or 
comics that illustrate key concepts. Consider these additional tips to create presentations that will 
work well for a wide range of learners: 

• Use contrasting colors for text and background. Dark text on a light background, for 
instance.

• Be careful with patterned backgrounds. "ey can greatly reduce the readability of 
text.

• Use animations with care. Avoid overusing text %y-ins or non-content-related sound 
e#ects. "ese can be distracting to some students and may also detract from the lesson.

• Use high-quality images. Choose pictures that reinforce the concept presented and 
help students understand the material. It was not so long ago that educators could only 
choose from a few clipart images to support key points. Today, there are free visuals 
available everywhere! Search for images on www.pixabay.com or www.unsplash.com or 
use the icons available to PowerPoint or Google Slides users. 
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G I V E  B R E A K S

Students need to move. "is is true during both face-to-face instruction and distance ed-
ucation. Consider starting your mornings with a few light exercises (e.g., arm circles, running 
in place), giving students time to pace and think about questions for a few minutes before a 
discussion, or inserting a game of charades into a vocabulary lesson.

"ere are endless bene!ts to providing movement during daily lessons. Movement boosts 
academic achievement, engagement, and creativity (Norris et al., 2019; Oppezzo & Schwartz, 
2014). It can also be a preventative behavior support (Tarr et al., 2020). Teachers of young chil-
dren routinely add GoNoodle.com or YouTube.com dance videos to their instruction, but brain 
breaks are not quite as common in late elementary, middle school, and high school. "is does 
not need to be the case, as there are numerous quick and easy ways to give students a movement 
opportunity before, during, or a$er a learning experience (see Table 12.1 for break ideas during 
virtual lessons for students of all ages).

TA B L E  1 2 . 1

�ŞöÎĨ�JðöÎŤ�@ļŞ��Ēö�ºĕŞūŰÎī� īÎŤŤŞļļĲ

Breaks for  
younger students

• �êū�ļŰū�ĲļƅöĲöĳūŤ�ŞöīÎūöð�ūļ�ƅļêÎéŰīÎŞƌ�ƆļŞðŤ�ǐĒÎƅö�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�śŰŤĒ�éļūĒ�ÎŞĲŤ� 
out to the side to illustrate the word “vast”)

• �ĒļƆ�ƅŤǂ�ūöīī�ǐŤūŰðöĳūŤ�ŤūÎĳð�ĕċ�ūĒöƌ�ÎČŞöö�Îĳð�Ťĕū�ĕċ�ūĒöƌ�ðĕŤÎČŞöö�ƆĕūĒ� 
ðĕƙöŞöĳū�ŤūÎūöĲöĳūŤǑ

• Freeze dancing

• �ĕŞ�ðŞÎƆĕĳČ�ǐŤūŰðöĳūŤ�Ťśöīī�ƆļŞðŤ�ļŞ�ðŞÎƆ�ŤĒÎśöŤ�ĕĳ�ūĒö�ÎĕŞ�ŰŤĕĳČ�ūĒöĕŞ�ƞĳČöŞŤ�ļŞ�öīéļƆŤǑ

• �êū�ÎŤ�ĕċ�ǐÎŤĨ�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�ūļ�ŞöÎêū�ūļ�ƅÎŞĕļŰŤ�êļĲĲÎĳðŤ�ŤŰêĒ�ÎŤ�ǛÎêū�ÎŤ�ĕċ�ƌļŰ�ÎŞö� 
Î�ŤĒÎŞĨ�êĒÎŤĕĳČ�Î�ƞŤĒǜ�ļŞ�ǛÎêū�ÎŤ�ĕċ�ūĒö�ƟļļŞ�ĕŤ�īÎƅÎǜǑ

• Scavenger hunt

•  ĒÎŞÎðöŤ

• �ĕūǔðļƆĳ�ŤśļŞūŤ�ǐŤūŰðöĳūŤ�ŰŤö�ūĒöĕŞ�ÎŞĲŤ�ūļ�ĕĲĕūÎūö�ĲļƅöĲöĳūŤ�ċŞļĲ�ċÎƅļŞĕūö� 
activities such as running, swimming, and shooting baskets)

Breaks for  
older students

• Yoga poses

• Three-minute walk around room/home between activities

•  ļŰĳūðļƆĳ�ǐīöÎð�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�ūĒŞļŰČĒ�Î�ŤöŞĕöŤ�ļċ�ĲļƅöĲöĳūŤ�ŤŰêĒ�ÎŤ�ūĒŞöö�ÎŞĲ�êĕŞêīöŤƽ� 
two jumping jacks, one full body spin)

• �ĒƌūĒĲ�öƋöŞêĕŤö�ǐöǂČǂƽ��ļļĲ��ĳÎś� īÎśǑ

• Short exercise videos

• Arm curls with soup cans or a water bottle

• JĳƅĕŤĕéīö�ĥŰĲś�Şļśö�ċļŞ�Ƨ�ĲĕĳŰūöŤ�ǐļĳ�ļŞ�ļƙ�êÎĲöŞÎǑ

• eĕĳŰūö�êĒÎīīöĳČöŤ�ǐŤĒļļū�śÎśöŞ�ĕĳūļ�Î�Şöêƌêīö�éĕĳ�ļŞ�ƆÎŤūöéÎŤĨöūƽ�ūŞƌ�Î�śīÎĳĨǑ
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To gain more buy-in for breaks, teach students the bene!ts of movement. Sometimes, students 
do not want to engage in a structured break with the entire class, but when they understand how a 
game of Simon Says or a minute of walking in place can help them learn or remain focused, they 
may be more willing to participate. Another way to increase participation in the virtual setting is 
to give students the option of turning their cameras o# or engaging in the movement exercise out 
of the view of the camera.

B E  M I N D F U L

In the last few years, mindfulness techniques have made their way into classrooms for many 
purposes. Educators use many strategies from meditation to breathwork to relaxation strategies in 
an e#ort to empower students and calm nerves. "ese tools are bene!cial (McKeering & Hwang, 
2019; Romer et al., 2015; Zenner et al., 2014) no matter the context, of course, but they may be 
even more powerful and necessary during virtual education. Since distance learning is so new for 
many students, and it may initially pose quite a few challenges, mindfulness techniques will help 
align their focus on the content and reduce stress. 

"ere are many mindfulness strategies that can be easily integrated into daily virtual lessons. 
Invite students to be re%ective with an occasional journal prompt. Insert an animated breathing 
break into your slide deck (use www.giphy.com and search for “breathing exercises”). Pause during 
lessons and remind students to drink water and be still for a moment. Adopt a few techniques and 
use them regularly or commit to exploring new strategies to see what works best for your learners 
(see Table 12.2 for more mindfulness ideas).

A D D  P R O P S  A N D  V I S U A L S

Bring in props, toys, and unusual learning materials to emphasize points, elicit responses from 
students, and add humor to your daily lessons. A classic choice is the rubber chicken. Use the chick-
en to grab the group’s attention or bring it out as an “audience member” during story time. Purchase 
costume “magic” wands at the dollar store or party store, and use this prop to motivate students to 
begin work; to tap a rhythm, syllables in a word, or numbers on a number line; to create 60-second 
fairy or monster tales; or to simply sprinkle a little magic into an otherwise ho-hum lesson. A ridic-
ulous hat can be turned into a thinking cap (see Figure 12.1). And a fabulous cape can transform a 
teacher, or student, into a superhero capable of solving any problem or tackling any challenge.
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F I G U R E  1 2 . 2

Teaching with oversized emojis.

F I G U R E  1 2 . 1

Sporting a “thinking hat” during a lesson.

TA B L E  1 2 . 2 

eĕĳðċŰīĳöŤŤ�JðöÎŤ�@ļŞ��Ēö�ºĕŞūŰÎī� īÎŤŤŞļļĲ�
Idea Directions

Quick  
listens

Ask students to relax and sit in a comfortable position of their choice. Have them listen to the sounds 
ĕĳ�ūĒöĕŞ�ŞļļĲ�ċļŞ�ƨƥ�ŤöêļĳðŤǂ��Ēö�ūŞĕêĨ�ĒöŞö�ĕŤ�ūļ�ĒÎƅö�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�ŤūÎƌ�Ťūĕīīƽ�ĳļū�ĲÎĨö�Î�ŤļŰĳðƽ�Îĳð�éö-
come aware of their surroundings. For this exercise, be sure to mute students’ microphones so they are 
only hearing the sounds in their own physical spaces. 

Gratitude  
lists 

Make a gratitude list either as a whole class or individually. Add items big and small. Ask students to 
think about this list for several minutes and pay attention to their emotions as they review the list. Tell 
students to revisit and add to this list any time they would like in the future. For other writing prompts 
see: www.journalbuddies.com/journaling-resources/mindfulness-journaling/

Balloon 
breathing

Ask your students to sit comfortably. Then invite them to breathe in deeply and exhale, imagining that 
ūĒöĕŞ�éöīīƌ�ĕŤ�Î�éÎīīļļĳ�ūĒÎū�ĕĳƟÎūöŤ�Îĳð�ðöƟÎūöŤǂ��öĲĕĳð�ūĒöĲ�ūļ�éŞöÎūĒö�ĕĳ�ūĒŞļŰČĒ�ūĒöĕŞ�ĳļŤöŤ�ūļ�ƞīī�
ūĒöĕŞ�ǛéÎīīļļĳǜ�Îĳð�éŞöÎūĒö�ļŰū�ūĒŞļŰČĒ�ūĒöĕŞ�ĲļŰūĒŤ�ūļ�ðöƟÎūö�ĕū�Îīī�ūĒö�ƆÎƌǂ�GÎƅö�ūĒöĲ�ŞöśöÎū�ūĒĕŤ�
breathwork several times. 

Identifying 
emotions

Learners of all ages need practice identifying their emotions. To do a “feelings check,” have younger 
students draw a face on a dry-erase board that matches how they are currently feeling; if possible, ask 
them to label their feeling. For older students, use polls, quick writes, or the chat box for this purpose. 

Mindful  
moment 

�ū�ūĒö�öĳð�ļċ�êīÎŤŤƽ�Čĕƅö�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�Ƨ�ūļ�ƨ�ĲĕĳŰūöŤ�ūļ�Čöū�êļĲċļŞūÎéīö�Îĳð�ċļêŰŤ�ļĳ�ūĒöĕŞ�éŞöÎūĒĕĳČǂ�]öū�
them know they can close their eyes if they would like. While their eyes are closed, ask them to silently 
ŞöƟöêū�ļĳ�ƆĒÎū�ūĒöƌ�īöÎŞĳöð�ĕĳ�ūĒö�īöŤŤļĳ�ļŞ�ĕĳ�ūĒö�ðÎƌ�ļƅöŞÎīīǂ

Visuals can also “shake up” online lessons. Print out oversized emojis, glue them to popsicle 
sticks, and use them to emphasize points during a lecture (see Figure 12.2). Wear a content-themed 
headband to reinforce a concept (see Figure 12.3). Teach a class in costume!
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F I G U R E  1 2 . 3

Kathy Kurowski teaching her kindergartners while wearing a sight word headband. 

Realia (objects used in real life) are another tool you can use across subject areas and grade 
levels. Realia can help students learn vocabulary, but they can also make your lessons more 
memorable and more engaging. Using realia in virtual classrooms is not uncommon in face-
to-face instruction, but objects can and should be even more of a norm in distance learning 
when teachers are working from home. When a home is a classroom, many concepts can be 
illustrated with just a short trip into the basement, a scan of the bookshelf, or a rummage through 
a cupboard. Introducing the vocabulary word parka? Go and grab one from the closet. Teaching 
measurement? Illustrate gallon and pint by holding up di#erent containers of milk. Reading a 
story about the desert? Place a cactus in view of the camera. 

M A K E  T H E M  L A U G H

"ere are so many reasons to add a joke, funny picture, or viral video to a lesson. Humor is en-
gaging for all students, and for some it may also boost comprehension (Garner, 2006; Henderson, 
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2015). Memes can be used to teach vocabulary words or key lesson concepts (see Figure 12.4), 
and your own personal Bitmoji inserted into slides can give students a smile and help them focus 
on important directions or elements in your presentation (see Figure 12.5). You can also inspire 
laughter by adding GIFs to your presentations, searching for cartoons and comics that support 
your content, and making room for student’s jokes and stories. 

 
F I G U R E  1 2 . 4

A meme used to teach the vocabulary  
word sarcasm.

I N VO LV E  T H E M 

When students are on the other side of a computer screen, it can be a challenge to creatively 
engage them in lessons. Not only are some collaborative structures (e.g., turn and talk) a bit hard-
er to engineer, but interacting through a screen also makes it hard to detect how and if students 
are participating in traditional whole-class response rituals like chanting, giving a “thumbs up” 
or “thumbs down,” or raising hands in response to a question. "erefore, teachers need to use 
strategies that work well in virtual spaces and are accessible for students with di#erent social and 
communication preferences.

One way to meet the needs of a wide range of learners in this context is to provide choices for 
interaction. When asking questions, allow students to respond in ways that feel most comfortable 
for them. Some may want to type in the chat box and others may want to share verbally as they 
would in face-to-face instruction. Still others may want to use emojis to express themselves. 

F I G U R E  1 2 . 5

A Bitmoji added to a slide as  
an attention-grabber.
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Apps can also be used to involve students in virtual lessons. Use Padlet to recap the previous 
day’s learning. Give students time to create Flipgrid video responses to your content midway 
through a lesson (see Table 12.3 for additional Flipgrid lesson ideas). Create a “pros and cons” 
Jamboard to invite students to share views on a particular issue (see Figure 12.6).

 
F I G U R E  1 2 . 6 

��YÎĲéļÎŞð�śŞļŤ�Îĳð�êļĳŤ�Îêūĕƅĕūƌǂ

Some students love to share ideas in class and engage in discussions when they work in teams 
or partnerships. Others, however, do not or cannot. Some of these same learners may also have 
struggles with written expression. 

Flipgrid is a tool that can provide students with another way to “show up” in class. Some stu-
dents with learning di#erences !nd that being able to answer questions or show what they know 
via video provides a more accessible path for them to illustrate understanding, knowledge, growth, 
and creativity. Of course, one of the bene!ts of this tool is that all students (not just those with 
disabilities) may pro!t from having a novel way to answer questions, demonstrate learning and 
make contributions. Try the following ideas for supporting all learners in an inclusive classroom.
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TA B L E  1 2 . 3

@īĕśČŞĕð�JðöÎŤ�@ļŞ�JĳêīŰŤĕƅö� īÎŤŤŞļļĲŤ
Idea Directions

Getting-to- 
know-you 

Ask students to introduce themselves to their classmates. You can invite them to share their 
names, the pronunciation of their names, preferred nicknames, their pronouns, their interests, 
what they like to read or watch, gifts, or talents they have, etc. 

K/W/L
Students can share what they know and want to learn at the beginning of a unit and what they 
learned at the end of a unit. Another prompt that can be used for a K/W/L-themed video is “I 
used to think, now I think.”

Drama Invite your students to create a video as a character. Ask them to take on the role of a famous 
poet and read a poem or two. Have them portray inventors and discuss their famous inventions. 

Problem solving Ask students to explain their work as they solve a problem. Encourage them to watch the videos 
ļċ�ūĒöĕŞ�êīÎŤŤĲÎūöŤ�ūļ�īöÎŞĳ�ÎéļŰū�ðĕƙöŞöĳū�ÎśśŞļÎêĒöŤ�ūļ�ūĒö�ŤÎĲö�śŞļéīöĲǂ�

Language learning Listen to students speak in a target language. Students can be asked to read a passage, deliver 
a monologue, or tell a story. 

Demonstrations Sometimes it’s best to have students show instead of tell. Have them shoot a video of a short 
science experiment or an exercise or mindfulness practice. 

Before & after
GÎƅö�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�êŞöÎūö�êīĕśŤ�éöċļŞöǈðŰŞĕĳČǈÎċūöŞ�ūĒöƌ�īöÎŞĳ�Î�ŤĨĕīī�ļŞ�ūöêĒĳĕŝŰö�ǐöǂČǂƽ�ŞöÎðĕĳČ�Î�
complex passage, playing a piece of music, running a mile). The video can feature the skill or 
ūöêĒĳĕŝŰöƽ�ļŞ�ĕū�êÎĳ�ŤĕĲśīƌ�éö�Î�ŤūŰðöĳū�ŞöƟöêūĕļĳ�ļĳ�ūĒö�śŞļêöŤŤǂ

Recommendations 
and reviews

Throughout the year, encourage students to post reviews. Students can review books, apps, con-
ūöĳūǔŞöīÎūöð�ƞīĲŤƽ�ƅĕŞūŰÎī�ƞöīð�ūŞĕśŤƽ�ŰĳĕūŤƽ�Îĳð�ĲļŞöǂ

Talent show
Pop some popcorn and dim the lights! Encourage students to shoot a video of one of their 
talents a few times each year. Encourage variety. Some may play an instrument or dance, but 
others may want to show a collection or talk about a topic of interest. 

 īÎŤŤĕƞöð�ÎðŤ
,ĳêļŰŞÎČö�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�ūļ�êŞöÎūö�êīĕśŤ�ŤĒÎŞĕĳČ�éļūĒ�ūĒö�ūĒĕĳČŤ�ūĒöƌ�êÎĳ�ūöÎêĒ�ļūĒöŞŤ�ǐöǂČǂƽ�ĒļƆ�ūļ�
Îƅļĕð�śŞļêŞÎŤūĕĳÎūĕļĳƽ�ĒļƆ�ūļ�śīÎƌ�Î�ĒÎŞĲļĳĕêÎǑ�Îĳð�ūĒĕĳČŤ�ūĒöƌ�ƆÎĳū�ūļ�īöÎŞĳ�ċŞļĲ�śööŞŤ�ǐöǂČǂƽ�
ĒļƆ�ūļ�ŤūŰðƌ�öƙöêūĕƅöīƌƽ�ĒļƆ�ūļ�ĲÎĨö�Ťūļś�Ĳļūĕļĳ�ƅĕðöļŤǑǂ

Tutorials
eÎĨö�ĕū�öÎŤƌ�ċļŞ�ŤūŰðöĳūŤ�ūļ�Ēöīś�ūĒöĕŞ�śööŞŤǂ��ŤĨ�ċļŞ�ƅļīŰĳūööŞŤ�ūļ�êŞöÎūö�Ĳĕĳĕ�īöŤŤļĳŤ�ċļŞ�ðĕƙöŞ-
öĳū�ŤĨĕīīŤ�Îĳð�êļĲśöūöĳêĕöŤ�ūĒÎū�Ɔĕīī�éö�ūÎŰČĒū�ūĒŞļŰČĒļŰū�ūĒö�ƌöÎŞ�ǐöǂČǂƽ�īļĳČ�ðĕƅĕŤĕļĳƽ�êļŰĳūĕĳČ�
ūļ�Ʀƥ�ƆĒöĳ�ċŞŰŤūŞÎūöðƽ�êŞöÎūĕĳČ�Îĳ�ļŰūīĕĳöǑǂ

Finally, utilize breakout rooms to involve students in lessons. While these separate spaces are 
necessary to “shrink” the classroom and give students opportunities to engage with the content 
and with one another, small virtual groups can also be intimidating for some learners. To make 
breakout rooms work less overwhelming and more comfortable for those individuals, consider 
creating some permanent groups for certain activities and subjects to give students opportunities 
to make deeper connections with a few classmates. In addition, you can survey students and 
ask who they like to work with and who they work well with; this information can then be used 
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to form groups for certain activities. Finally, consider giving students a task to complete (e.g., 
making a list on a Google Slide) as they engage in a discussion; this may be a helpful support for 
those who struggle to “just talk” and like to process ideas in writing. 

•  •  •  •  •

"ere are, of course, many other ways to shake up virtual lessons, but these seven ideas can 
serve as a starting point for creating classroom experiences that are accessible and inclusive. To 
learn even more about e#ective lesson planning, ask students what works and what doesn’t. Ask 
about their favorite activities and moments. Consider your own observations. Revise and repeat!


